Creatable Colors Clear and Majolica Sampler

Tiles #1-#4 below illustrate effects achieved by brushing one or two coats of a Creatable Color over the unfired majolica base. The colors, when fired, melt into and fuse with the base to provide a colorful but soft effect.

EM-2135 Clear Gloss (dipping)
EM-2136 Clear Matte (dipping)
EM-2118 Majolica
EM-2118 #1
EM-2118 #2
EM-2118 #3
EM-2118 #4

Porcelain Slips

Laguna Fine Porcelain Slips are ideal for dolls and other high-end porcelain applications. These liquid slips are carefully screened and ferro filtered for exceptional purity. The three white variations are semi-translucent.

NS-131 Frost White
NS-125 Very White
NS-124 Antique White
NS-120 Cool Blush
NS-121 Warm Blush
NS-122 Desert Beige
NS-127 Asian
NS-128 Native American
NS-129 Creole
NS-123 Warm Brown
NS-132 African American
NS-130 Cameroon

Test fire all clays and glazes in your kiln and your firing environment before using in production. Photographic reproductions differ from actual colors.